A COMPLETE RESEARCH TOOL

Start with the Encyclopedia. Move on to the Atlas, Journals and Magazines, Subject Browse, the Classics, Biographies, News and much more.

WORKSPACE

You can use the Workspace feature to create a customised page for a research project. Store Britannica articles in the Workspace and retrieve or clear them at any time.

YEAR IN REVIEW

Each year, Britannica publishes an annual review covering the notable people and events of the previous year.

WORLD DATA ANALYST & COUNTRY COMPARISONS

World Data Analyst provides you with a collection of ranked statistics, current comparisons, chronological comparisons and country snapshots. Country Comparison allows you to compare maps, flags, statistics, events and multimedia about any two countries in the world.

BRITANNICA BLOG

Britannica Blog is a place for smart, lively conversations about a broad range of topics. Art, science, history, current events – it’s all grist for the mill. We’ve given our writers encouragement and a lot of freedom, so the opinions here are theirs, not the company’s. Please jump in and add your own thoughts.
Finding information with Britannica Online Academic Edition is fast and easy. Students and faculty will enjoy access to multiple resources from one location, delivering search results with a range of content including encyclopedia articles, multimedia, related Web sites, magazines and much more. Britannica Online Academic Edition’s rich resources also include Merriam-Webster’s pop-up Dictionary and Thesaurus, which puts vocabulary help just a mouse-click away, and automatic citations that appear at the bottom of each article.